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1 Read the text and  
replace the words in  
bold in the statements  
below with words from the text.

2 ICT  Look for ways of making your own gulal at 
home. Say what colour you are making and what it 
symbolises, the things you need and the steps you 
need to follow to make it.  Tell the class.

It is called the Festival of Colours.
People celebrate Holi to mark the beginning of this season.
The main custom during Holi is this.
People use these and other chemicals to produce synthetic gulal.
It symbolises new beginnings. 
Yellow represents this spice.
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oli or the Festival of Colours is a Hindu festival people celebrate to 
mark the end of winter and the beginning of spring. It usually takes 

place during the months of February or March and lasts one night and 
one day. It’s a celebration where people are joyous and spend time with 
their family and friends and have lots of fun together. While there are lots 
of customs and rituals people do to celebrate this festival, like lighting 
bonfires, dancing and singing, the main custom is throwing coloured 
powders (gulal) and water at anyone and everyone! 

Traditionally, the gulal was made with flowers, herbs, spices, fruit and 
vegetables. The process was long and sometimes difficult. However, 
nowadays, the colours are mostly synthetic. This means that people use 
dyes and other chemicals to produce the gulal. Many of these powders are 
safe for people’s skin, but some can cause some health problems. Therefore, 
always make sure you use safe gulal or even better – make your own. There 
are plenty of websites that show you how to make it with ingredients you 
probably already have at home. 

Throwing coloured powder and water at people is lots of fun and the festival 
is very beautiful to see, but did you know that the colours people throw all 
symbolise something different? For example, red symbolises love, marriage 
and fertility. Green represents nature and new beginnings. Blue represents 
the god Krishna, the sky and the sea and yellow symbolises health, peace 
and turmeric – a very important spice in Indian culture.


